Glorious Victory Over the Tigers

University of Missouri defeated, score 2 to 6

Nightfall Playing by Hawkeye Special means for brilliancy for the Old Gold.

The University of Missouri went down to defeat yesterday, arsenal on Iowa Field and all before the Hawkeye Eleven by a score of 6 to 2, in a game doubtful near the finish and characterised by the 'fourth and long' for Missouris for downs on critical periods of the game, heads-up play by Stewart and Brown at quarter and an irresistible Hawkeye onslaughts, play, Crane circled right end for Gamely they fought against the Missouri's Tiger downs, made by... IRVINGS WIN FOUR PLACES, THIRTY THREE, PHILS ONE

The Trials for the Intercollegiate Debates Finished Yesterday

The series of debate try-outs which have been held for the last three days came to a close yesterday noon. Proud of the leading positions were taken by Irving, the Zeta trio from the Phils out. Messerss Bragg, Brass, Ryker, Field, Lafond and Starring are the six men who will compose the team and Lawrance Mayer and H. E. Jones are the two substitutes. The final trial will occur on Dec. 1. The Iowa City, Iowa and Iowa will try skill against Nebraska at Lincoln. The winning combination was found in the results of the new system and Iowa's prospects for a successful debating year are fine.

Chicagos Best Illinois Easily - Minnesota Best Nebraska In Close Game
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ELECTION OF SENIOR LAW

Ward Allen, of Castalia, Ohio, The New President

At a meeting of the senior law class yesterday, new officers for the ensuing year were elected. The only conest held over was the office of president. Ward Allen, of Castalia, Ohio, was elected over A. W. Mullens, of Waterloo. Following is a list of the officers chosen: President, Ward Allen; Vice-president, D. G. Mullens, of Pomeroy; Secretary, Hans利用en of Oregon; Treasurer, E. S. Day, of Detroit; Assistant Treasurers, A. W. Wallace, of Rock Rapids.

Helping Spirit Was the Feature

Kent Tells How the Game Went From Missouri

For once Missouri was not the more successful team in college foot ball. The most noticeable thing about Iowa's game against Missouri was easily the helping spirit of the men. It was the game of U. I. not more than any other Big Ten game. Missouri did fight and against the Hawkeyes would not have put up the desperate struggles. Carrying game was the Iowa and Missouri as well.

As it was Missouri simple could not hold Iowa's heavy backs and tackles when there were always tw0 or three men with a dead hold on the man with the ball and literally tearing the line as another man would circle to gain another yard. It was found to be a well covered field to watch. Time after time the man with the ball would be in the line. Be almost stopped then, with four or five old gold punted away around him. And very often start again and make an additional five yards or so. If there is anything in the world that will discourage a team the defense to have a man play this kind of a game against them, where the man with the ball naturally takes the "peep" out of a man to tackle the player with the ball and then he would have pulled right along for some more valuable yards. Such kind of work makes the player on defense feel as he were up against an impossible job is trying to stop such a bunch and a man must have love of confidence to play a winning game of football. Outside of this fine helping spirit no especially exceptional was revealed by the Iowa team. All the school knows is that they have a strong, well-balanced, fighting team with plenty of fine sub and is pleasant enough dope for the average voter. There is certainly a fine prospect for future glory in Iowa football this year. Cedar Falls did not reveal any choice plays along the line of the forward pass. Straight plays gained and according to the books were used, that were used. The five or six forward passes which were used by the Iowa team were generally marred by unfortunant fumbles.

Results of Big Games

Chicago beat Illinois easily - Minnesota beat Nebraska in close game.

IOWA CITIES WINS FIRST BIG GAME

Eleven Wins First Big Game
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THE FEATURE

Ward Allen, of Castalia, Ohio, was elected president of the Iowa College of Medicine. The annual debate, which was held in the League after but one year of the proposed dormitory was held over.
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CALVIN LEAVES FOR JAMESTOWN

Represents Geological Society of America at an Important Meeting

Professor Calvin leaves Wednesday to attend a meeting of the National Advisory Board on Fossils and Structural Materials. The meeting will be held in Jamestown. The board was appointed by President Roosevelt several weeks ago and will be in consultation with the testing plant of the United States Geological Survey. The appointment is in keeping with the policy of the Geological Society of America to permit its members to hold offices in other organizations. Professor Calvin is one of the members of the University of Wisconsin.

The meeting will begin at 9:30 A.M. on Thursday.
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Iowa City, Ia.
The city of the eastern half of the State, the system of accrediting, schools, receiving their graduates on credits certified by school officials rather than by examination, is well developed in the state, but a small per cent of students now in the various colleges having entered by the latter method.

There are at present 120 fully accredited schools and one-fourth as many classified as partially accredited.

The direct point of contact between the University and the high schools is the School of Education, to which is confided the duty of school initiation and training as well as the direction of the summer session of the University, a ensuing annual and lastly of high school teachers.

During the first semester of each year the professors of Applied Science and of the School of Education devote his entire time to school supervision. An attempt is made to visit each school at least once in three years, while in addition to this, large demands are made upon the inspector by the smaller schools that are desirous of advancing sufficiently to receive at least partial recognition.

Since 1906, an honor scholarship has been granted to each fully accredited school admitting the holder to free tuition for four years in the College of Liberal Arts or the College of Applied Science. These scholarships served the double purpose of stimulating a desire for higher education in secondary students, and of drawing to the University the choice products of the schools.

The College of Medicine is making a valuable contribution to the material equipment of high school laboratories, and has undertaken to furnish each school a lateral half of a human skeleton, nicely prepared and suitably encased. These skeletons are distributed in order of application by the School of Education at the rate of one or two a year.

In many other ways by public lectures, direction of plays, literary contests and debates, through hundreds of University trained teachers, and we hope through the columns of the Daily Iowan, the University is coming in closer and helpful touch with those on the next lower round of our educational ladder.

State Convention of Y. W. C. A.

The Iowa State Convention of Y. W. C. A. will meet in Cedar Rapids Nov. 7-10 inclusive.

The Fort Dodge team consisting of Miss Malie Johnston, Waldo Minor and Selby Smith were successful in defeating Eagle Grove and Cherokee. This made them champions of the northeastern district. Not satisfied with this they challenged East Des Moines team and were victorious over them. By winning this last victory they gained the undisputed right to the championship of the western half of the state. This team did great work and received many deserving compliments. The work of Miss Johnston was especially good and should be an inspiration for other young ladies to take more interest in debate work.
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